GYM Management System
Recently GYM has got a boost in the market and people are showing interest
towards their physical health. Now with the growing number of GYM members
its quite difficult to manage their status manually and other things related to
their subscriptions. Its a really perfect solution meant for providing every
solution to GYM owners and the members.
The each solution of STAR LINK is made to serve certain specific purpose. So
with the GYM Management system, which is designed to serve specific
maintenance of records at GYM. There the number of growing members with
their details, subscription fees, monthly fees and other things are kept in mind
before designing it. This solution can also be customized according to the
requirement of the gym management.
How it Works ?
STAR LINK has developed GYM Management System as a unique solution to
optimize the working process at gym. Initially each member is issued a card.
That card can be used for attendance at gym and his identity card. Then as per
the policy of the gym the authentication and access of members are decided.
Basically it works on 3 types of authorization:1. In first process, members are given authority according to the payment
done. Suppose anyone has done a payment for 3 months then he will be
authorized for 3 months and after expiry, he will have to pay for further
services. It also gives user early notification about the expiry of the
subscription.

2.In second process, a member is limited to number of counts in a month.
Suppose a member is given authorization for 35 counts. If his counts is over by
20 days the he will have to renew the subscription for service. The machine
installed there will show the notification regarding expiry of subscription. This
helps to maintain the hassle-free working without any discrepancy.

3. In third process, a member is authorized for limited count in a fixed time
period. Suppose any member is allowed for 40 counts for 2 months then his
authentication will expire whichever finishes earlier. After that he has to pay for
next period of time.
Monthly/Daily Reports are generated accordingly member wise and timing
wise.
How it helps ?
1. It helps to maintain the records of each member without any hassle or
paper-work.
2. Transparency increases between the members and gym management.
3. No need to quarrel for any kind of dispute.
4. Streamline each service with simple click of button.
So, if you are running a gym with more number of member and feeling
problem in their management, GYM Management System from STAR LINK is
better option.

